There is an alternative to just leading from the top down

It's leading from the inside out

BECOME A MORE CONSCIOUS AND EFFECTIVE LEADER
“Be the Change You Wish to See in the World”, - Ghandi

UPGARDE YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS IN A TOTALLY UNIQUE WAY
at our Scenic Retreat Centre near Cheltenham, close to M5

Deep Immersion into Mindfulness for Leaders who seek more…

Mindful Leadership Retreat
28th and 29th June 2017
MORE BALANCE to thrive in a VUCA world
MORE CLARITY to understand how your mind operates
MORE PERSPECTIVE to enable clarity and vision
MORE VALUE to inspire and engage others

MORE CONNECTION with yourself and the world
MORE TIME to accomplish what matters

BECOME A MORE CONSCIOUS AND EFFECTIVE LEADER

"It was a great investment in myself as a leader. These
two days affected me in many profound ways. I was not
new to the concept of Mindful Leadership but I had a
great chance to deepen my experience and network
with like-minded individuals. I am already booked for
the next retreat and plan to bring some of my senior
team members with me."
Kevin Rogers, CEO Paycare

"It was professional and worked well thanks to you. I'm
again impressed by your commitment and glad that I
came. Sincerely. Learned a lot and will put even some into
practice."
AF, Doctor in Psychiatry, NHS

“You are in safe, caring and expert hands with Unicorn&co Academy. It teaches you the importance of managing your mind & finding balance. Any leader today would benefit from this experience
in more ways than they would probably expect.”
Richard Thorpe, Former Leadership Development Lead for Tesco,
Director "WiseHeart"
I wanted to thank you for your kind hospitality and the opportunity of
meeting you. I enjoyed the experience and your passion for mindfulness. I
now need time for reflection and re-tuning of my mind to accommodate
breathing and meditation.
I very much hope we can continue this friendship and collaborate to share
thoughts.
Eric Gharakhanian, Leadership Coach

Explore the nature of your mind

Learn how to achieve more with less

Check-in with your authentic self
Find your centre

Our Special Retreat Facilitator this year
Natalia Cohen, TEDx Speaker, who set two world records
in January 2016 by completing a journey of just under
9,000 miles from San Francisco, USA to Cairns, Australia in
a 29ft ocean rowing boat. Natalia’s incredible story of courage, presence and perseverance has been filmed and is
currently available on Netflix. At the retreat Natalia will
share her experience of how being mindful was critical to
her journey.

REQUEST A FULL BROCHURE julie@unicornco.uk

